2004 ford mustang fuel pump driver module location

Trying to replace the F. I have the part but can not find it under the truck. Where is it located?
It's not where people are telling me to look. OJ answered 4 years ago. Drop the spare tire and
look underneath. Some are bolted to the axle or frame. The problem with these is the module is
usually made of one metal with the mounting being made of steel. Corrosion destroys them.
GuruZQF1M answered 3 years ago. GuruZ31RH answered 3 years ago. I own a f 4. That m oduel
is not there. I need help. Crank no start. Fired up fine last summer. Sat all year It's not on the
axel or under the spare tire cross member. Guru5D9F7 answered 3 years ago. GuruWLFB8
answered 2 years ago. So has anyone found out where the fpdm is located on a heritage. Mine
is not there. John answered 2 years ago. I'm just adding this thought or what I came across with
my 89 F 5. I can wiggle or push the wires down by my left foot at the fire wall side to side where
it won't allow it to start, it does allow it to crank but not start. Then I can move those wires
where it will allow it to start. My truck is acting like the fuel pump is going out, I will need to find
that bad wire to see if that was it. If you think it's your fuel pump, start it then wiggle those wires
to see if that creates your problem. With mine it shuts it off. You also might want to wiggle test
the wires under the hood. Mine starts to cut off going down the road, but it will start right back
up as if the fuel pump can't keep up. But it could be a bad wire that's shutting down the fuel
pump. I can't answer the question that is being asked here, I don't know if my 89 F as a fuel
pump driver module. Mine has 3 fuel pumps in the dual tanks system, one low pressure in each
tank and one high pressure that mounts to the frame under the driver side seat. Jrfinds
answered 2 years ago. Mtauburn1 answered about a year ago. GuruHVWT9 answered about a
year ago. I have f angry I domt see this fuel speed module instead I see this weird box that says
canister. Guru8FN1R answered about a year ago. Long fixed compartment above sparetire.
Guru2GXJG answered 11 months ago. I had a similar problem with my ford lightning i also
noticed my ECM is located under the dash board so that would be the best place to look i see a
similar box how hard it is to replace is another issue! Commish19 answered 4 months ago. Did
the lightning have a fuel pump control module? I'm having the same issues as what a defective
fuel pump driver module would have but,, I can't find it I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Where is the Fuel Pump Driver Module located? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The fuel
pump drive -- or driver -- module is usually referred to by the acronym FPDM. Aftermarket
retailers sometimes call the same component a fuel solenoid driver, or FSD. By controlling the
voltage, the fuel-pump driver module maintains the optimum fuel pressure and fuel delivery to
the engine throughout its full operating range. The fuel-pump driver module controls the
high-pressure fuel pumps of modern, computer-controlled, fuel-injected engines, including
diesels. The module is typically installed on or very close to the fuel pump, and in the early
years of the component's use, this practice led to a design fault. Manufacturers, including Ford,
initially placed the module inside the vehicle immediately above the fuel pump, typically just
beneath the floor pan. That practice had the module mounted under seats or covered by carpet,
which led to overheating problems. The fuel-pump driver module is the most common part to
fail in computerized diesel engines. When first installed in the technologically advanced diesel
engines of the mids, the modules were made from materials that were unable to handle their
own high operating temperatures and the extreme vibration they were exposed to when
functioning. In some model vehicles, such as General Motors vehicles made between and , the
failure rate has been almost total. Aftermarket units are available that use advanced electronics
that create less heat, with an improved heat transfer pad to minimize retention of the heat.
Pairing the fuel-pump driver module with the incorrect fuel pump will also promote failure.
Symptoms of a failing fuel-pump driver module all manifest in the performance of the engine.
Difficulty in starting or a smoky start-up, stalling or uneven running while idling, hesitations and
misses when driving, and power surges when in reverse can all -- separately or together -- be
indicative of a failing module. Failure can normally be diagnosed electronically using a
handheld scanner, with the model-specific code displayed that translates to the fuel-pump
driver module. Vehicles with modified engines that need more fuel than is standard, such as
race cars and tuned-up street cars, require modified FPDMs. Running a standard module can
result in overheating -- the standard fuel pump asks too much of the module, and its electronics
overheat -- so the internal limiter shuts the control process down. Although the module should
resume function when it cools to a safe temperature, the sudden cessation of fuel flow to a
full-revving engine can have catastrophic effects. John Cagney Nash began composing press

releases and event reviews for British nightclubs in His material was first published in the
"Eastern Daily Press. In he earned an OxBridge doctorate in philosophy and immediately
emigrated to America. Symptoms of Failure Symptoms of a failing fuel-pump driver module all
manifest in the performance of the engine. Modified Engines Vehicles with modified engines
that need more fuel than is standard, such as race cars and tuned-up street cars, require
modified FPDMs. References Northern Auto Parts: Dorman 6. Trying to replace the F. I have the
part but can not find it under the truck. Where is it located? It's not where people are telling me
to look. OJ answered 4 years ago. Drop the spare tire and look underneath. Some are bolted to
the axle or frame. The problem with these is the module is usually made of one metal with the
mounting being made of steel. Corrosion destroys them. GuruZQF1M answered 3 years ago.
GuruZ31RH answered 3 years ago. I own a f 4. That m oduel is not there. I need help. Crank no
start. Fired up fine last summer. Sat all year It's not on the axel or under the spare tire cross
member. Guru5D9F7 answered 3 years ago. GuruWLFB8 answered 2 years ago. So has anyone
found out where the fpdm is located on a heritage. Mine is not there. John answered 2 years
ago. I'm just adding this thought or what I came across with my 89 F 5. I can wiggle or push the
wires down by my left foot at the fire wall side to side where it won't allow it to start, it does
allow it to crank but not start. Then I can move those wires where it will allow it to start. My truck
is acting like the fuel pump is going out, I will need to find that bad wire to see if that was it. If
you think it's your fuel pump, start it then wiggle those wires to see if that creates your problem.
With mine it shuts it off. You also might want to wiggle test the wires under the hood. Mine
starts to cut off going down the road, but it will start right back up as if the fuel pump can't keep
up. But it could be a bad wire that's shutting down the fuel pump. I can't answer the question
that is being asked here, I don't know if my 89 F as a fuel pump driver module. Mine has 3 fuel
pumps in the dual tanks system, one low pressure in each tank and one high pressure that
mounts to the frame under the driver side seat. Jrfinds answered 2 years ago. Mtauburn1
answered about a year ago. GuruHVWT9 answered about a year ago. I have f angry I domt see
this fuel speed module instead I see this weird box that says canister. Guru8FN1R answered
about a year ago. Long fixed compartment above sparetire. Guru2GXJG answered 11 months
ago. I had a similar problem with my ford lightning i also noticed my ECM is located under the
dash board so that would be the best place to look i see a similar box how hard it is to replace is
another issue! Commish19 answered 4 months ago. Did the lightning have a fuel pump control
module? I'm having the same issues as what a defective fuel pump driver module would have
but,, I can't find it I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is the Fuel Pump Driver
Module located? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. You could be a specialist that wishes to
try to find referrals or fix existing problems. Whatever you are, we try to bring the material that
matches what you are seeking. You might come from a search engine, after that locate this
internet site. This subject is a great deal of people searching online, therefore we collect
pictures from various reliable sources and comprehend in their field. The outcomes of the
gathering are published on this internet site. Below are several of the leading drawings we get
from numerous sources, we wish these pictures will certainly be useful to you, and also with
any luck really relevant to exactly what you desire about the Ford Mustang Fuel Pump Relay
Location is. This image we have filteringed system from excellent produce the very best photo,
yet exactly what do you think? We wish to make an internet site helpful for many individuals.
Fuel Pump Relay Wiring Issues.. If the picture above is not really clear, please click the photo
you intend to increase the size of, after that you will be required to an additional web page to
display a clearer and also bigger picture, you will additionally exist details from gambvar. At the
bottom of this internet site there is additionally a Ford Mustang Fuel Pump Relay Location
image gallery, if the image above is inadequate for you. Tags: ford mustang fuel pump relay
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navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Asked by Wiki User. The fuel pump driver module is located
under the driver's side B-Pillar interior trim about 6 inches above the floor. The B-pillar is the
pillar between the front doors and the sliders. Push the driver's seat forward, remove the pillar
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